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Background: Panasonic Business

Deployments outside of a geo-fenced areas are not scalable without robust perception
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annotations and, in some cases, is not applicable
o A more appealing approach is to collect only 
unlabeled anomaly-free images for a train dataset
o Then, any deviation from distribution of anomaly-
free images can be classified as an anomaly
o Hence, the AD task can be reformulated as a task 
of out-of-distribution detection (OOD) with the 
objective to estimate data likelihoods
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oUnlike others, normalizing flows can estimate the exact data likelihoods �̂�! 𝑥, 𝜽 ≅ 𝑝! 𝒙
oA set of invertible layers convert an arbitrary density 𝑝! 𝒙 to a base distribution 𝑝" 𝒛
o Then, the log �̂�! 𝒙, 𝜽 = log 𝑝"(𝒛) + ∑# log det 𝑱𝒍 , where a sample 𝒛 ∼ 𝑁(𝟎, 𝑰) and a 

Jacobian determinants can be efficiently computed for certain layer architectures1

Solution: Normalizing Flows for OOD
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o In our recent CFLOW-AD paper1, we propose to extend conventional flow models by 
incorporating a conditional vector 𝒄 to encode spatial information into the model:
oWe are interested in anomaly segmentation task for perception systems
oOur conditional vector contains sin/cos harmonics from a positional encoding2

o It is concatenated with the intermediate outputs inside each flow’s coupling layer
oWe efficiently share flow parameters 𝜽 between feature map’s spatial dimensions

o Finally, we train our conditional flow model �̂� 𝒙, 𝒄, 𝜽 for AD (CFLOW-AD) using 
conventional maximum likelihood objective as:
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Our Work: Conditional Normalizing Flows for OOD
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Our Work: CFLOW-AD Architecture

o Encoder is a conventional CNN/transformer feature extractor pretrained on natural images
oMulti-scale pyramid pooling extracts local and global features in the latent space
oDecoders are the flow models with the positional encoding (PE) conditional inputs
oWe estimate a final anomaly score map by aggregating multi-scale likelihoods



oMVTec and STC are the datasets with factory defects and surveillance camera videos
oAUROC and AUPRO are popular threshold-agnostic metrics for AD

Experiments: MVTec and STC

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_CVPR_2019/papers/Bergmann_MVTec_AD_--_A_Comprehensive_Real-World_Dataset_for_Unsupervised_Anomaly_CVPR_2019_paper.pdf
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_ICCV_2017/papers/Luo_A_Revisit_of_ICCV_2017_paper.pdf


oPrevious methods have high complexity:
üPretrained encoder is fully-convolutional and fast
v Post-processing is slow due to high memory 

consumption

oCFLOW-AD has significantly lower complexity:
üEncoder and decoders are fully-convolutional
üMemory requirements are a factor of 10× lower
üHence, inference speed is much higher on a GPU
ü Lightweight MobileNetV3L encoder has a minor 

drop in performance compared to WideResNet-50

oCFLOW-AD is suitable for AD on edge devices:
üLess than 25MB model for MobileNetV3L
ü Inference speed is ~35 fps on 1080 GPU

CFLOW-AD is a Real-Time Model



oAnomaly score distribution (right) proves successful OOD
oGround truth masks (below) are from the MVTec test dataset
o Score maps are the aggregated CFLOW-AD anomaly scores
oPredicted masks are selected using the F1-maximized threshold
oPositives and negatives are successfully detected by CFLOW-AD

CFLOW-AD Qualitative Results



ü Normalizing flow models work well for unsupervised AD
ü Small tweaks such as in CFLOW-AD allow real-time processing while being SOTA
ü Within a year, the MVTEC-AD leaderboard is switched to FLOW-based models

Conclusions code to reproduce experiments:
github.com/gudovskiy/cflow-ad

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/anomaly-detection-on-mvtec-ad
https://github.com/gudovskiy/cflow-ad
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